
WE ARE LOOKING FOR
 

Product Research Engineer

 As Product Research Engineer at Ematiq you will be an important technical stakeholder
responsible for research and development of new products for the trading department.

In order to assure the right product direction you are expected to cooperate on a day to day
basis in a vertical team with our traders and get to know ins and out of the domains they
operate in. 

We imagine an ideal candidate as someone who can consult around traders' needs
independently and is able to shape up vague assignments via rapid feedback loop & consulting
relevant stakeholders. 

Given the nature of work we are very open to introducing technology stacks enabling rapid
prototyping efforts. At least basic frontend experience is required to be able to deliver UIs.

Our expectation is that candidates will be able to deliver full stack prototypes, but we do not
expect deep expertise on both backend and frontend technology front.

This position will be reporting to engineering leadership as the candidate is also expected to
directly tap and get familiar with data & systems developed by engineering, apart from ad hoc
experiments.

Suggestions for improvements to overall data collection, robustness, timeliness or other
relevant requirements for these systems are very welcome and will in turn help inform
engineering roadmap.

 
Consulting and interacting in vertical team
with our trading specialists and our head of
product
Prototyping of technical solutions addressing
concrete business need of trading
department
Ability to work with vague assignment and
shape it towards value driven experiment
Freedom in picking technology stack that
delivers value quickly
Discriminating between new product bets
and efforts not worth investing further
Deepening domain knowledge in trading /
betting industry

What will be your daily responsibilities?

to be defined by you !
So far we have used Python / JavaScript mostly
Expect to interface on REST/ SQL level

Our core stack - focus on full stack:

 Engagement type: Full time / Contract
Location: Offices in Prague 5, Andel
Salary range: 30k - 100k CZK 

 

Send your CV to jobs@ematiq.com

mailto:jobs@ematiq.com

